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Read about how
the ‘few, we
TOUR
tour
happy few’ went to Kentish
88
battlefields 22and overcame
the
odds to hold their own against
the best of Kent. All here in
‘AP TOURIST!

“We few, we happy few, we band of brothers”
There is very much a Henry the fifth atmosphere at the Springfield on this fateful first Sunday in August 2012, when so few AP infantry are mustering on the
Spring Field (now paved over) to eat their rations of Tour breakfast before advancing on Kent.
Adapted (sorry William!) from Shakespeare’s Henry V:Rallying call from KING FLYNN 1:-

This story shall the good AP man teach his son;
And Ruymian Friday shall ne'er go by,
From this day to the ending of the world,
But we in it shall be remember'd;
We few, we happy few, we band of brothers;
For he to-day that sheds his blood with me
Shall be my brother; be he ne'er so vile,
This day shall gentle his condition:
And non-touring gentlemen in AP now a-bed
Shall think themselves accursed they were not here,
And hold their manhoods cheap whiles any speaks
That fought with us upon Old Ruymian's day.

Our own Henry the first (Flintstone
Jnr) eats heartily and King Flynn
the first tries his best to boost morale. This promise of more ale
seems to do the trick as the tourists
beat their breasts and set forth in the
unusual mini battle bus bound for
the Kentish fields. For further details of the skirmishes read the bulletins from our war correspondents
overleaf.

TOUR 2012 Tourists and their Nicknames
Ishtiaq Ahmed - ISHY
Chris Bennett - SHERRY
Ben Boccabella - AMY
John Byrne - LUVVIE
Matt Blackmore - DULUX
Amit Bose - GOOGERS
Mark Campbell - FUNGI
Matt Caspell - BULMERS
Derick Cordy - JC
Dave Crank - THE COSH
Chris Ellis - PHANT
Chris Fletcher – DUNMOW
Henry Freestone - FLINTSTONE JR

John Freestone - FLINTSTONE
Erol Hasan - TM
Mick Hasse - BEEN
Deepan Khadka –SLOPPY
GUISEPPI
Bryan King - SOONAH
Dan Palmer - STUD
Samir Patel - SAMMY
Randolph Reid - REVEREND
Anthony Shaw - TOINE
Grayham Tindal - TIMBER
Johan Van De Merwe CRAZY HORSE

Terry White -YT
Alistair Wilson LUMMOX
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The ‘few’ resist the Sandwich attack
Assault on AP stomachs yields nothing
Upon setting out the tour standard upon the field at Sandwich, our infantry are clearly outnumbered. Apart from the eleven Sandwich warriors, there is Joy the cooking wench who
tries to feed us tasty and filling food with the intention of blunting our fighting edge, thus
enabling the defending hoards of Sandwich men to swarm all over us. They also have a person to notch the scores and other sundry personnel who observe the goings on.
Following the tossing of the gold doubloon, it is agreed that Sandwich will wield their willow
staves, while the happy few of AP fling leather balls at them. Despite early success when Tinders
knocks over the castle of a Sandwich opener with the aid of the leather gloves of Fungi, further
inroads are limited as the home army fight a good fight and notch up 240 for the loss of only four
men. One of their valiant knights becomes a centurion without having to go to Rome. It seems
that the Joy ploy is working
During a brief truce for the taking on board of
further refreshment, the wench Joy attempts yet
again to fill the stomachs of the combatants. This
time it is our turn to try to run through the opposing forces using hewn English willow to repel
and despatch the leather missiles which rain on
our infantry from all angles. Without obtaining too many runs – we finish on 117-7 – the mighty
AP warriors succeed in preventing the opposition from castling too many of us, despite their superior numbers and the day’s battle ends with an honourable draw. The spoils of the conflict in the
shape of the duck tie go to the Cosh on countback to the 2011 foray; the BHM is not awarded
though the fighting dog owned by our chief arrow maker,
Dunmow the fletcher, receives commendations.
Back in the home team’s castle, the combatants enjoy a
cease fire (very warm it is too) and slake their battle-worn
thirsts with pints of bitter, lager and gin and tonic. Songs
and madrigals are sung and an unbeaten but happy few
return to their Cliftonville headquarters in the battlebus
and prepare to head off into the night to seek further entertainment in Thanet.

Tizzes of the
Days!

Sunday:TIMBER: Insisting on buying only
Scottish spring water.
Monday:DUNMOW: Batting like the most
uninterested cricketer in the history of
Tour.
Tuesday:REVEREND: Jack Russell impressions
(the wicketkeeper presumably - Ed),
followed by Viv Richards impressions,
followed by Geoff Boycott.
Wednesday:STUD: Tailoring AP jacket—”I don’t
want to big myself up!”
Thursday:SOONAH: Forgetting words to ‘Sunshine
Mountain’
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AP infantry triumph in UK Paper swansong
Opening stand sets up victory following bowling assault
Though we are not to know it at the time, on
Monday we play the final match at the UK Paper ground – a venue for Tour battles since
1951, when our opponents were Bowater
Lloyds, later to become Bowaters and finally
UK Paper before handing the fixture over to
Belnor CC in 1995.
King Flynn the first is happy for his knights to
bowl first on the now customary bowler
friendly wicket – a far cry from the old days
when this was one of the best tracks in Kent.
After Googers takes an early scalp, via a Dunmow catch the home team wield their willow
staves with some efficiency for a while – batsmen 2 and 3 score 47 and 30 respectively.
Later, the Belnor no 5 scores 29 and the 6 batsman notches 24no, before the lower order collapses, due largely to a ‘turning back the clock’
performance from Flintstone, who snaffles 3
late wickets for 9. Our hosts declare on 153-8.

All our yesterdays (1)
AP Tourist looks back to this extract from the
2003 edition which covered the famous Palindrome Tour of 2002 . . . .

Alas, Sal, a lovely girl, would have wept to
see the Palindromic Tourists performing on
the Kentish fields. Sharon also would have
suffered, especially had Norah been present at
Sandwich, since Norah's moods, alas, doom
Sharon. Watching AP falter at Belnor would
have driven former tourist Mr Haydon to
demonic deeds, since Evil Tim must at summit
live. Fortunately, he rarely turned up for
breakfast as most tourists Lived on Decaf,
faced no Devil. The Dover performance had
TM weeping into his tea in the Crabble
pavilion when being offered some oriental
fare, crying, “Wontons? Not now!”
See another palindromic cracker on P5

The reply is looking very promising as Dunmow (56no) and Lummox (36) give AP a fine
start by putting 68 on the board before Lummox stands in front of a straight one and, on
observing the umpire’s raised finger, has to
leave the field. New batsman, Reverend, in
anxiety to annexe his favourite item of clothing, lofts a dolly to a fielder and waddles
duck-like back to the pavilion with the
sounds of ‘quack quack quack quack quack
quack quack’ ringing in his ears. After the
fall of two more wickets, Toine (20no) and
the adhesive Dunmow bring home the bacon
without further loss.
During the post-battle celebrations, the duck tie
is gratefully collected by Reverend, whilst
Toine is awarded the BHM for adding 20no to
his 2 wickets for 34. Glasses of a mead-like
liquid are poured down the throats of the small
party of AP warriors. On departing the battlefield later in the evening, it is noted that a different chariot has appeared to carry the victorious AP foot soldiers back to headquarters.

Stud tests his Big Head Medal at Gore Court in true
Olympian style and discovers it’s pure gold!
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All the relevant
statistics from the 76th Tour
compiled by Statisto
BATTING
Averages above 20 (min 2 ins)
Ins NO* HS
Dunmow
2
1
56
TM
2
1
40
Stud
2
0
32
Hoerrbro
2
1
25*
Dulux
3
0
43
Toine
5
2
20

Runs Ave
57 57
51 51
54 27
26 26
70 23.33
67 22.33

BOWLING
Averages (20 or less, min 10 overs)
Ovs MdnsRuns Wks
Stud
13.3 3
48 4
Crazy Horse
30.2 4
137 8
Flintstone
16 2
69 4

Ave
12
17.125
17.25

FIELDING
Catches (2 or more)
Stumpings (all)
TM
2
Fungi
1
Sherry
2
Sherry
1
Bulmers 2
(18 in all)

Statisto’s ‘All our yesterdays!’
True to character, Statisto has bee delving into his exceedingly large archives. He has discovered this gem in
‘The Cricketer’ magazine of 5th September, 1959:On Friday, August 14, the Alexandra Park touring side
played against the Old Ruymians at Ramsgate. Only two
bowlers performed for the visitors and K A F Hudson had
an analysis of 44 overs, 20 maidens, 70 runs and 4 wickets, while H T Smith’s was 43.2 overs, 16 maidens, 69
runs and 5 wickets. These two bowled from 11.40 unti
4.10, except for the lunch interval. The other opposition
batsman was run out. This feat of marathon bowling was
all the more exceptional for each bowler is over 50 years
of age. Statisticians might like to comment on the number
of overs bowled by only two players in a one-day game.
They were made of stern stuff in those days!

The Finer Points
- battle by battle
Sunday, August 12th:
Sandwich Town 240-4
AP 117-7 (Luvvie 23no, Toine 20)
DREW
BHM: Not awarded
Duck Tie: The Cosh
Monday, August 13th:
Belnor 153-8 (Flintstone 3-9, Toine 2-34)
AP 154-4 (Dunmow 56, Lummox 36, Toine
20no)
WON
BHM: Toine
Duck Tie: Reverend
Tuesday, August 15th:
Dover Rangers 215-8 (Mazzy 3-62, Flintstone Jr 2-43, Timber 2-40)
AP 149-7 (Flynn 40no, The Rev 30, The
Cosh 24)
DREW
BHM: Flynn
Duck Tie: Reverend
Wednesday, August 16th:
AP 162 (Sammy 63, Stud 22)
Gore Court 168 (Stud 4-41, Crazy Horse 347)
WON
BHM: Stud
Duck Tie: Sherry
Thursday, August 17th:
Broadstairs 248-4 (Sloppy Guiseppi 2-53)
AP 161 (Dulux 43, Stud 32, Sherry 23)
LOST
BHM: Dulux
Duck Tie: Flintstone
Friday, August 18th:
Old Ruymians 234-8
(Crazy Horse 4-39)
AP 171-6 (Flintstone 45, Crazy Horse 40,
Hoerrbro 25no)
DREW
BHM: Crazy Horse
Duck Tie: Sloppy Guiseppi
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King’s appearance rallies the few
Rangers unable to vanquish AP marauders
On Tuesday morning scouts have reported that
a group of Kentish marauders (or marauders of
Kent) representing the Dover Rangers are assembling on the fields of Eythorn, ready to do
battle with the mighty AP men who are boosted
by the appearance of a King (Steve or Minder).
With another King due the next day, the portents are looking good for the happy but few
band of brothers.
Despite two early victims for the advanced leather
slinging pair of Toine (1-19) and Tinders (2-40), the
home brigade have plenty of success, staving off our
attack and sending the wrecking balls to all parts of the
grassy sward. Flintstone Jnr (2-42) does a good job in
trying to stem the flow of runs and Mazzy (3-62),
helped by Hooerbro also put in a stint, forcing the
Rangers to declare at 215-8.
Following a temporary truce to partake in an excellent
tea, it is the turn of the happy few to grab their wooden
clubs and fend off the Dover Rangers attack. The initial skirmish goes against the tourists. The vanguard of
Flintstone and Lummox are soon taken out by cannon
fire. However, with God on our side in the shape of the
Reverend (30) we rally. After Minder and Hoeerbro are
taken out, the Rev finds support from the Cosh who
thumps a solid 24 and a patient secure innings from TM
himself, who remains unbeaten on 40 as the happy but
few AP battalion achieve an honourable draw with the
score on 149-7.
Much imbibing of local alcoholic drinks follow and the
singing is lively for such a small number of voices. With
not a little irony, the heroic Reverend picks up the duck
tie for yesterday’s blonger, as no-one achieved one today. Management secure the Big Head Medal for the
second successive day when TM necks the award for
his match-saving innings. A tired, overworked, inebriated ‘few’ (but happy) AP marauders are taken back to
base in another chariot.

All our yesterdays (2)
Another look back to the 2003
edition and further palindromic
revelations from the 2002 tour!
Seasoned ‘Tour of Tours’
aficionados will recall the
exhortation fro m your Tour
Manager to unearth or create
relevant tour palindromes.
The
response, whilst not overwhelming
was, nevertheless, sufficiently prolific
for your editor to publish a selection.
ATM Flintstone supplied a number of
interesting offerings including:There I was sitting on the outfield at
Gore Court and a flock of geese flew
overhead and as I lay there looking up
at the sky. I wondered...
Do geese see God?
I was talking to a tourist called Tom
about accommodation the other day
and he was quite upset about the
quality of the tour motel...
Feeble Toms's motel beef.
I was chatting to Derrick when he was
p_ _ _ _ d the other night (as I was) anyway I happened to see an eskimo
and
Del saw a sled.
Lummox unearthed a palindrome
consisting of 15140 words on 14 A4
pages - none of which made any sense
whatsoever, but it certainly was the
longest I’ve seen! It began...
A man, a plan, a caddy...
and finished...
...Roydd, a canal, Panama.
The longest intelligible AP-relevant
palindrome (hence to be known
as...The Ally Pally - though Ally did
not write it) is one submitted by your
TM. It alludes to the days when Ken
Hudson (Bobo) toured and breakfasted
at El Cid’s - a watering hole beloved by
tourists in the 1980s and 1990s. It
reads..
O Bobo! Get Indi clear! He'd
render a red nerd eh? Ra!
El Cid nite! Go Bobo!
Eyetiss (TM & Editor)
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Knights of AP gallop from London
to reinforce the few
On Wednesday, several battle hewn AP fighters join the company to assist in the Kentish
conflict. President (exTM Soonah) musters on the hard fields of St Pancras with Dulux,
Stud, Phant, Been, Ishy, Sloppy Guiseppi, Bulmers and Crazy Horse for the long journey to
the Court of Gore, Sittingbourne.
Following the ritual of the gold doubloon tossing, skipper Lummox decides that the willow staves
should be swung first by AP. Success is a long time coming. The early infantry have great difficulty in fending off the leather attack from the Court of Gore. Only Dulux (12) and Ishy (11) stay
long enough to achieve some success.
Fortunately, a late arrival on the battlefield, Sammy appears on the square with staff swinging many such swings connecting and despatching balls to every part of the Gore Court field – some
without touching the ground. Sammy’s 63, supported by the Cosh’s 19 and 22 thrashed by Stud,
enables AP to notch 162 – more than seemed likely than a few hours earlier when the score stood
at 41-5.
Stunned by AP’s recovery, the home guard are
disorientated. The few
have become the many
and several superb balls
are delivered by Stud
and Sammy which
cause great problems for
the not-so-whirling
staves of the Gore Court
batsmen. Stud is the
main beneficiary with 4
wickets for 41 runs in
9.3 overs. Sammy fails
The t-shirted and
to get a victim, but in 13
blazered (some)
tourists face the camera
overs only concedes a
outside the Gore Court
mikserly 38. Crazy
pavilion.
Horse becomes the other
executioner, with 3 for 47 in 11. Ishy finishes with 1-29 in 10 and Googers, coming on late, acquires 1-3 in 4. Appropriately, Stud puts the finishing touch to a superb AP victory by removing
the final Gore Court obstacle, leaving them stranded on 158 – just 4 runs short.
The post-skirmish celebrations were frenetic and alcoholic as traditional fighting songs are
belted out with vigour. Games are played and enjoyed by all and Management, with admirable noblesse oblige decline to award the BHM to any of their illustrious number. It goes instead to Stud for his fine bowling, backed up by his batting cameo. Sherry relieves the Reverend of the duck tie for his earlier runless innings.
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Defeat at Dumpton a temporary setback
We lose the battle but not the war
The four battles thus far have left the tourists scarred and weary, but prepared to bring out the
cudgels for a difficult assignment on the field of Dumpton at Broadstairs. The doubloon comes
down wrongly for today’s skipper, Amy and we are asked to attack first with the red leather ball.
Success is hard to come by and despite two quick victims to Sloppy Guiseppi, the home army
plough a furrow through the ranks of the AP bowling, reaching 159-3 at one stage. Despite another
management success when Flintstone strikes, courtesy of a catch by his son Flintstone Jnr, Broadstairs bat on relentlessly, accumulating 248-4 before declaring their innings closed.
With plenty of time to get the runs a good start is, nonetheless, vital. Alas, it is not to be.
Both openers fall for the acquisition of a measly 6 runs. Following Sherry’s introduction to
the crease a mini revival of sorts occurs. Lummox(11) and Sherry (23) lift our notches to 43
before Lummox is forced to leave the battlefield - caught. This precipitates the loss of a further two warriors, leaving us in the precarious position of 54-5 – not a position from which a
successful attack on the required total of 249 might be launched. At this point the partnership of Dulux and Stud is born. These two intrepid men of AP accept the challenge and
through application and fighting spirit put on 83, taking us to 137-5 at the start of the last 20
overs. 95 in 20 overs with 5 wickets in hand! Very gettable is the verdict of the onlookers. If
these two could take us through a further 10 overs, an attack on the total would be very viable with 5 wickets to play with.
Unfortunately, Stud is immediately caught for an impressive 32, and despite a defiant 11 by his
successor, Phant, our last hope Dulux is also dismissed for 43. Two wickets in one over seals our
fate and the match is lost after only 10 of the last 20 are bowled. Our final total is just 161. Eleven
men of Kent or Kentish men have finally been found who can inflict defeat on our AP heroes.
The fist defeat for the happy few (though a few more by now) is hard to take, but the AP army seek
solace in the consumption of more ale, in addition to the many pints already sunk by the noncombatants in the AP company at the Brown Jug – just minutes from the battlefield. In the Broadstairs pavilion, many
traditional games
are played and enjoyed and at a late
hour, the AP chariot
– considerably larger than the one
used earlier in the
week – transports
the tourists back to
Cliftonville HQ,
whereupon a series
of sorties are carried
out at a variety of
venues, including
restaurants, fast
food outlets and the
casino.
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They fought on Old Ruymians Day
The happy few battle through to immortality
For the final sortie of the campaign, the AP army decamp to the fields of Chatham House
School in Ramsgate to take on the might of Old Ruymians. The battleworn band of brothers,
- that happy few - are in fine spirits, considering the efforts expended in the previous five
skirmishes and the atmosphere is positive as we set off in the battlebus for the appointed
place of conflict.
Toine is the skipper and he starts well by winning the doubloon toss and decides to invite the
Ruymian infantry to feel the power of the AP balls and to attempt to deflect them from their target
by means of the wooden staves which have become a feature of this Kentish invasion. When
Sloppy Guiseppi strikes in the first over, Toine’s strategy appears to be working. 17 overs later
with the score on 60 without further loss it appears to be failing. Despite another strike by Flintstone Jnr the local soldiers continue to make inroads into our attack and stride relentlessly on to
the impressive total of 234-8. Sloppy’s final figures are very good – 1-20 in 11, but the pick of the
bowling is Crazy Horse with 4-39 in just 7.2 overs.
When it is our turn to wield the staves, Crazy Horse again shows his mettle. After losing Bulmers
early on, he strikes up a useful partnership with Flintstone of 43. The main problem is that the
runs are not coming fast enough to make a realistic assault on the the home team’s total. By the
time Crazy Horse (40) and Flintstone (45) are dismissed, there are 20 overs left to get 140 runs
with 8 wickets in hand. This is attainable providing the batsmen push the accelerator pedal. Losing Sherry for 10 in the first of the last 20 does not help and the remaining batsmen are unable to
get on top of bowling sufficiently to sustain the run chase. A late cameo from Hoerrbro of 25 not
out brightens the final overs, but the shop is well shut by the time the final ball is bowled with the
score on 171-6.
And so the battle of Kent 2012 comes to a close and the treaty is signed, with the promise of a
further invasion next year. The few, we happy few, pack up our weapons and head for postbattle refreshments at the Rose of England, where magnificent victuals are prepared for the
heroes of both sides.
Much mead and ale are
consumed and the tourists reflect on a tour
which could have turned
out much worse. Just one
defeat for such a small
army was in many respects a success and the
unanimous view is that if
we can increase the ‘few’
to ‘the many’ next year,
then Kent will do well to
find eleven Kentish men
or men of Kent capable
Post-match fun at Broadstairs
of standing up to such an
AP juggernaut.
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